Idea
The idea is to allocate memory in chunks of size equal to powers of 2, like vector does, but when a memory becomes too low to store a new item and we have to increase the internal storage, not to copyand delete the previously allocated chunk, but just allocate another chunk of size equal to sizes of all the chunks previously allocated, plus 1.
This model allows relatively easy access to individual elements by their indexes, fast increasing of internal storage (just allocation, no copying) and decreasing of internal storage (just deallocation, no copying). This is all as good as deque does. Comparing to deque, it solves the problem of too small/large chunk sizes.
Storage
The data structure has 4 fields:
• size -the total amount of elements currently stored in the data structure;
• ptrs -an array of log 2 (MAX_SIZE) pointers to chunks;
• chunks -number of already allocated chunks;
• active_chunks -number of active chunks: either equals to chunks, or to chunks -1.
A picture illustrates how this works:
Here, at the left size of the picture are 8 pointers of ptrs array, 4 bottommost of them are null pointers. The other 4 topmost point to the so-called chunks of sizes equal to increasing powers of 2 (1, 2, 4, 8). Their amount equals to chunks variable.
Green squares store the actual data. They belong to so-called active chunks. Amount of chunks that have at least one green square equals to active_chunks.
Red squares belong to a deactivated chunk -previously it was added, because there was not enough storage for the elements (i. e. there was at least one green square in it at some point in time).
Total amount of green squares equals to size variable.
Indexes
To determine, an number of a chunk c, to which an element at global (external) index i belongs, we use the following formula.
Here, we use a MSB operation, which returns the most significant bit of a number. It is available in most modern computer instruction sets.
To calculate an index of the element inside the chunk, let us denote this index k, we use the following formula.
Why does this work?
Le us first examine the first formula. The total number of all the elements in the chunks before the wanted one is 2 0 2 1 2 2 ...2
, that is, sum of powers of 2, each of that is less than or equal to i. It is known that such a sum is equal to the 2 ⌈ log 2 i ⌉ −1 . To prove the formula, we will go from the opposite direction.
With the MSB(i + 1) there are 2 cases: either i in binary is all ones, or not. The later is a common case; it follows that adding one does not change the MSB result. Thus, we have c equals to the maximal power of 2, which is less than the index i. It follows from the definition of our data structure that the total amount of elements in chunks before c-th will be 2 ⌈ log 2 i ⌉ −1 . We notice that this is essentially equal to the number of elements in chunks before the wanted chunk, thus the chunk numbered c is the wanted one. The second case is different: adding 1 to the binary representation of i will definitely change the MSB value. This is good, because it may be seen from the picture and proven by analogy with a previous case that the chunk number should be increased by one indeed, comparing to the first case' formula.
The formula for index of element inside the chunk is proven similarly. It is an exercise to the reader. I may put the proof later in here, though.
Pushing
Pushing of the element into the end of the list should be done in such a way that deactivated level invariant is kept. To be more specific, first, we try to use (and put element into) the existing active level (which is partially filled); if the active layer if full, then we try to reuse the previously deactivated level -activate it and fill its zeroth element; allocation of a new level occurs only if there is no deactivated level available, in this case the element is pushed into the zeroth slot in this new level.
Construction
A construction of a non-empty data structure and its filling with default values can be optimized by a constant factor.
The idea is to create a layers one-by-one and fill them in a for loop of with a platform-specific memory filling function (if available). Amount of elements yet to initialize should be kept and decreased by the amount of elements in a given layer. The initialization is done when the remaining size is zero or negative.
Iterating
In order to iterate over the data structure, the layer number, element number in the layer as well as a reference to the data structure or its element table should be kept.
In order to iterate to the next element, we increase the element order number in the layer. If it matches total element count in the layer, we increase the layer counter and set the element counter to zero.
Reverse iterating goes analogously -by subtracting one from the element order number in the layer. It -1 is received, that means that we should go to the previous layer, setting the element number to the element total count in it minus one.
Technical details
The total amount of elements in a layer is 2 level order number . C and C++ languages allow to write it as (1 << c), where c -level number (starting from 0-th).
MSB (Most Significant Bit) operation is not available in the GNU GCC environment. The __builtin_clz can be used instead, it returns an amount of leading zeroes in an integer. Correspondingly, subtracting this amount from the count of bits in the number gives MSB value.
MS Visual Studio has _BitScanReverse function, which stores MSB in one of its parameters.
Implementation
A reference implementation in C++ follows. Only two rival data structures with elements of a large size were tested -log_vector and deque's GNU version. Results are the following.
Secondly, the array functionality was tested on the data structures. Results follows. The same tests were run on the large data structure element's sizes. Only two rivals -log_vector and GNU deque were compared. Results follow. 
